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MOVING?
One of our most difficult jobs is
keeping up with address changes.
A simple solution that's been suggested is that all teams rent a Post
Office Box. The cost is usually
around $20 annually, and allows
consistant communication.
If you have moved- or if you are
planning a future move- please
be sure to let the UPA N ewsletter
follow and let us know your new
address. Just attach your latest
address label below, fill our your
new address where provided for ,
and return it to us:
UPA Newsletter
Post Office Box 4844
Santa Barbara, Calif. 93103
Name _____________________

New Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

State/Zip - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Reg. Coord. Elections
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APRIL FOOLS FESTIVAL

It is difficult for most to fully appreciate the public service that is provided
by your regional coordinator. His duties, though usually not overly
burdensome, call for him to be available and an swerable on a year-round
basis. This demands a large output of an individual's time and energy- not to
mention personal expense.
Three of our five regional coordinators are forced to vacate their positions.
These three men have all done a fine job and should be given the credit they
deserve.
Jeff "Yogi" Durra (Northeast), Ross Snyder (South), and Bruce Johnson
(Central) are all, for different reasons, going to step down from their regional
coordinator positions.
We will be holding an election to fill these vacancies. As some of you
already know , Bruce Johnson held an election in the Central Region. That
election was voided due to the fact that it wasn't in accordance with the UP A
Bylaws. The election Bruce held had each team voting once for the candidate
of their choice; the Bylaws call for the members to be the ones to vote. That is,
each individual member within a region has the right to vote on the candidate
of their choice.
Any UP A member may run for the pos ition of regional coordinator within
his/ her region. All that is necessary is to have a nomination petition signed
by at least 25 UP A members.
The tirp.etable for this election will be:
o Nominating petitions must be turned in by June 20, 1981.
o Candidates announced and voting process begun July 1,1981 , through the
UPA N ewsletter.
o Individual member votes mailed to election coordinator by August 15,
1981.
o Results to appear in the September/ October 1981 UPA N ewsletter.
Paul Brenner will serve as election coordinator. Paul will also serve as
temporary regional coordinator for the northeastern region; Andy Klein and
Ward Silver will serve as temporary interim coordinators for the central and
southern reg ions respectively.
Paul Brenner, Uptown Rd. , Univ. Park Apts., B-110, Ithaca, NY 14850
(607 / 257 -1801)
A n dy Klein , 3630 Breckinridge Ct., #12, Madison , Wis. 53713
(608/ 27 4-4695)
W ard Silver, 1157 Briar Cliff, Atlanta, GA 30306
(404/ 87 4-8505)
Dan Doyle and I will continue as Mid-Atlantic and Western r egional
coordinators, respectively.
D a n D oyle, 63 Plum St. , New Brunswick, NJ 08903
(20 1/ 846-0360)
Tom Kennedy, P.O . Box 4844, Santa Barbara, CA 93103
(805/ 964-0458)
In the last issue, we reported an increase in membership fees. Soon
afterward, it was pointed out that the requirements for increasing the fees
(according to the UPA By-Laws) had not been satisfied. We immediately
rectified the situation.
We feel the increase ($2.00 per year) is more than justified. What with the
postal rates increase, a 100% jump in the price of silver (a major component
in the typesetting and photographic processing of this newsletter) during the
last year alone, a major jump in the national and in te rnational interest in the
publication, and subsidization of more and more teams by the individual
members our costs have incr eased in a ver y r eal way.

Remember to Vote!
- T.K.

Cornell Buds
•
1n Full Bloom !
ERIC SIMON
*1 9R1 W.A.F.C.

Cornell defeated Boston Aerodisc 17-13 in t he fin als of the
fourth Annual Apr il Fools Ultimate Fest, whi le Boston
Ladies Ultimate (BLU) beat Glassboro 10-2 in the women's
finals.
The tournament was the largest April Fools to date with
30 teams, includi ng seven womens teams-the most womens
teams ever assembled in one· place. There were many
surprises and new faces as relatively unknown teams beat
some well-known ones, possibly indicati ng new powerhouses
on the horizon, as well as the demise of some older ones.
Overall, the weather and spiri t were great, the music
flowed, and the competition was amazi ngly exciting.
The Fest was originally designed for 16 men and women's
teams, but the over whelming response convi nced the organ izers to hold a qualifying round on Friday, April 3. Eleven
teams competed for four spots to join 12 others on Saturday.
FRIDAY
MENS: The teams competing for the four spots were Seven
Sages, Webb Institute, Ohio University, The Wind (from
Delaware), New Yor k Heifers, Virginia Tech, University of
Pennsylvania, J ersey J am, George Mason University, the
Hostages, and Duke.
The form at was for the 11 to be split into three groups,
playi ng round robins within the groups, which would then
determ ine seed ing for eliminations. In this way, even a team
that was 0-3 could still qualify. In the first round, the news
was that Oh io U niv. beat the Wind 8-5. Ohio was the loudest
team on the field Friday and, with 21 players and a tough
man-to-man, it was hard not to noti ce them. U niv. of Penn.,
one of Pennsylvania's best, beat Duke 6-4.
The second round was exciting all around. George Mason
(GMU) gave Univ. of Penn. a scare, Penn winning 5-4. The
Hostages (a combination mostly of Boston Univ. and Tufts
players) beat a strong Seven Sages team 10- 7. Ohio played a
real tough match against the N.Y. Heifers, New York
winning 8-7.
The most exciting game of the day, though, was Duke
versus the heavily favored Jersey Jam (who would go on to
the final four on Sunday). Duke led 3- 1 at the half, and built
up a 5-2 lead in the second half before the Jam rallied to
score four straight to take the lead 6-5. Then, with :18 left,
Duke tied it up, resulting in the Fest's first overtime game of
the day. In OT Duke scored right off the bat, but this time the
Jam tied it up with :16left, sending the game into its second
overtime. The second OT was scoreless until a desperation
pass into the endzone with :16 left was momentarily bobbled
and then caught by Damian Craig, giving Duke an 8-7 lead.
Jeff Wesner (ex-Dartmouth) then sealed Jam's fate with a
90-yard pull off.
The third round pitted Jam and Penn, both undefeated at
the time- Jam winning 5-4. The big news, though, was the

victory of the Wind over the Heifers. At 6-6, with about a
minute left, Wind called a time-out. They had blown a 4-2
halftime lead, and t •. ;} question centered on whether to go for
the overtime, or try to score two, enabling them to get a bye
for the next round. They decided to go for the two-point
victory in regulation, and scored with :50 left. They forced a
turnover with :20 left, scored again and won 8-6.
The fourth round was the first elimination round. For
their victories, Ohio Univ., the Hostages, Penn, Wind, and
Jam got byes. This was the first sad part of the tournament,
as the inevitable began to happen- teams got eliminated
from competition. Seven Sages easily beat GMU to face 0 hio
Univ. for one of the spots. The Heifers beat Webb to face
Penn for another spot. Jam and Wind both had byes, and so
would play each other for the third spot in the fifth round.
Duke was to play Virginia Tech (the winner facing the
Hostages for the fourth and last spot for Saturday's competition) when the tournament's first faux pas occured.
In two of the three divisions, there were three-way ties for
first- who said this wasn't exciting?-and tie breakers were
computed incorrectly in one of the groups. Duke-which was
to play Virginia Tech, winner play Hostages-was told they
had a bye, and they took off for a late lunch. Uh-oh. Now
what?
One solution was to have the Hostages play Virginia Tech,
winner play Duke, since the Hostages were still around, but
who would agree to that? Hostages not only ran the risk of
getting eliminated; even if they won, they'd have to play a
fresh Duke team, when it was Duke who was supposed to
play and, if they won, play a fresh Hostages team.
Steve "Gus" Gustavson pulled an amazingly classy move
when he readily agreed (for the Hostages) to play the extra
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elimination game. When asked if he would rather confer
with his team first, he said, "No, we'll play. That's what we
came here for."
Congratulations to Gus and the Hostages team, the only
team I've ever heard of that traveled 11 hours to qualify for a
tournament, then volunteered to play an extra elimination
round to get into that tournament. The Hostages won.
In the fifth round, there were eight good teams left. At that
point we all wished we had more fields so that we could invite
all eight to compete. But we didn't, and with 19 more teams
due to compete the next day (and only seven fields), only four
of the eight could advance.
In the meantime, spirits were high. Virginia Tech and
GMU played a pick-up game. The Michigan State team,
which arrived the day before and had camped out, played
pick-up; their women's team had their first practice ever.
The temperature was just beginning to drop from a high of
85. The games were running on time! Coed pick-up games
were played, freestylers jammed.
Ohio Univ. surprised everybody and jumped off to a 4- 1
lead over the Seven Sages. The Sages battled back to 4-3, but
Ohio Univ. reeled off four straight at the end of the half to
lead 8-3. Ohio exploded as the second half started, taking a
12-3 lead before the Sages could score. At the end, Ohio
relaxed a bit while the Sages were eliminated. Ohio Univ.
went wild and taught the Sages the famous "spirit" cheer"Have you got the spirit?"
The Heifers/Penn game was tied 5- 5 at the half, to the
surprise of the favored New Yorkers. But at 6- 6, Penn
exploded, and won going away 10-7. The Heifers, another
team that was heavily favored to make it to Saturday, were
gone.
The Jam/Wind game was a hard-fought tiring game. Both
teams played well, with the Jam prevailing.
The Hostages/Duke game was very exciting. For one, the
Hostages had already showed the ultimate in class, but the
Duke team was a very spirited and likable bunch, too; they
had also traveled a long distance. Fans familiar with both
teams simply could not root for one over the other.
The Hostages took a 3- 2 lead, then scored three unanswered points as the half ended. To open the second half, Duke
scored two to close the gap to 6- 4, then a long goal (aka
trench war) ensued. The hostages finally put it in the
endzone; at that point (7-4) it looked like Duke had been
broken. At 9-6, though, Duke battled back and closed to
within one at 10-9. Duke got possession, but threw an
incomplete bomb with 2:10 left, and the Hostages began a
well-executed stall. Duke had a tenacious defense, however,
the Hostages could only back-pedal. They backed up all the
way to their own endzone when Duke blocked an outlet pass,
taking possession at the Hostages' goal line with :18 left.
Duke threw a pass to the endzone that hit a Hostages player,
but was caught ten yards away from the goal line by a Duke
player. He threw an outlet, but this second pass resulted in
an accidental bump to the receiver who fell back a step. He
took a step forward to regain his position and threw an
upside-downer into the endzone to tie it up with :05left while
the defender shouted "Walk!" What to do? The thrower did
walk, but he was bumped.
Hostages captain Steve Gustavson and Duke captain Stu
Hobbs then showed why, with reasonable people, referees
are not needed in Ultimate. They calmly worked out a
compromise, deciding to let Duke have possession at the goal
line again with :18 left. Their reasoning was that (1) if Duke
got the goal, it would ignore the walk which helped the
thrower get a better shot, and (2) if Duke got a "throw over"

at :05, it would ignore the accidental bump which in fact did
occur.
Again, it was real class and truly the spirit of Ultimate
which prevailed. Thanks to Gus and Stu and their respective
teams for demonstrating how Ultimate can be played.
Okay, back to the game. Unfortunately, one of the teams
had to lose. Duke regained possession, but threw an incomplete pass- Hostages winning.

CALIFORNIA STATE CHAMPIONSHIPS

Condors Rebound

SATURDAY
Men's team competitors were (Division A) Glassboro, Atlanta, WUFO (Williams), and Penn; (Division B) Boston,
Knights ofN ee, Univ. of Michigan, and Ohio Univ.; (Division
C) Michigan State, Cornell, Ultimate Air & Space, and
Jersey Jam; (Division D) Yellow Springs, Whoopie (Worcester), Univ. of Virginia, and the Hostages.
In women's teams, the competitors were (Division A) BLU
(Boston), Glassboro, and Galaxie Ultimate; (Division B)
Univ. ofVirginia, Michigan State, Zulu(Univ.ofMass.),and
Cornell.
.
Saturday also produced some up·sets and had some very
exciting games. Probably the most exciting game of the day
was in the women's play, BLU versus Glassboro.
WOMENS: BLU was up 4-3 when they called time out, with
:30 left in the first half, to diagram a play. The play worked
as planned as Suzanne Fields threw to Heather Morris who
threw to Louie Mahoney for the score. The wind was a strong
factor in the women's games, making a two-goal lead a fairly
decent one, but the 'Boro women fought back and scored
against the wind, tying the game at6-6, with about a minute
left.
BLU again called time out to set up a play, and again the
play worked as Heather Morris threw a long forehand into
the endzone to Mahoney, but the throw was off the mark.
Mahoney sprinted, then "did a horizontal" as she dove,
catching the frisbee while completely outstretched, with :03
left, to win the game for BLU.
Galaxie Ultimate, a week-old team from Washington
D.C., lost to BLU 11- 1, but never lost any spirit. (Shades of
men's Ultimate five years ago?) To their own surprise and
excitement, they scored the first goal against Glassboro
before reality set in, as they lost to 'Boro 7- 1.
The Michigan State team was also very new, as they had
their first practice only the day before. Their game with
Cornell was the only women's game at the festival to KARL cooK PHOTo
go into overtime. In t he OT,
Cathy Starnes of MSU co nnected on a forehand with
Kelley Green (the only women to play in both the '79
and '80 Nationals) for the
6-5 win. MSU went on to
beat Zu lu 6-4 and Uni v. of
Virgi ni a 4-3-goi ng 3-0 the
first day.
In the other games, Univ.
of Virginia, last year's Apr il
Fools win ners, beat Zu lu 5-3
and Cornell 7 -:~; Zu lu beat
Cornell 6-5.
MENS: In the men 's play.
Glassboro - as expected swepllhrough theirdivision .
going ~ -0 . SPmnd pi a('(• 11"1'11 1
(l'U/1(
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By Greg Sharp
SANTA BARBARA CONDORS

The stage was set at the California State Championships for
the changing of the guard in Western Ultimate. The Santa
Barbara Condors were still the team to.beat, but there were
cracks in the armor. The team was coming off a disappointing performance in the Nationals and was decimated by
retirees, while Berkeley and Irvine were pumped with
injections of new talent and enthusiasm . .
But the Condors blended young new talent with some
familiar faces to produce a quick, enthusiastic team that
showed the old guard had no plans to vacate the palace.
California State Championships were held at UC/Irvine
under sunny skies and a slight breeze. The format was four
four-team pools playing games to 15 points. Winners of each
pool advanced to the semis. Rich Lee and the Mudshark
organization did a great job of producing a first-class
tournament. Special thanks go to the Upper Crust Pizza
Parlor for supplying the post-game party.
The two-day tourney was the first time Santa Barbara had
played since it "pooped and crumbled" in Atlanta. The
Condors lost ten players from last year's team, while adding
only fou r new players. They had 14 players on game day, a
relatively small number for a two-day tournament. The
Condors had to rely on rookies and former second-teamers
who would have increased throwing responsibilities. Before
the tournament, T.K. watched the Condors warm up: "This
is the greenest team I've ever played on-a lot of question
marks."
There was also some doubt about the veterans who were
still around. Of the primary handlers on the 1978 World
Championship team, only four remain, and two of those were
questions marks. John Schmeckle played only three times
since the Nationals. He originally declared he was only
going down to watch, but he tipped his hand when he said
he'd take his shoes, "just in case."
Then there was T.K. At 32, how long is he going to play at
the level he's played in the past, especially with the added
factor of a possibly short-handed team?
The team formed only two weeks before the tournament,
with Bart Merrill quietly organizi ng the scattered Condor
players. Prior to that, the members of the eventual team
played in a city league and at UC/Santa Bar bara. The games
were inconsistent in quality and intensity.
Berkeley had been knocking at the door for t he last two
years. The core of their team is unchanged, with a number of
easter n players augmented by even more eastern transplants. Of the 25 players on the team, only seven learned the
game on the West Coast. Berkeley's new players gave the
Flying Circus great depth, but no new superstars. Harvey
Edwards and Danny Weiss (Bucknell '77 and Cornell '79)
are two of the team's better players, each with a contrasting
style. Danny is a competitive sparkplug, quickly darting
around the disc; Harvey has an easygoing attitude and a
glidi ng style on deep patterns where he utilizes great timing
and leaping ability.
Berkeley is playing with an injection of incentive as they

were set to t ravel to China for an 11-day tour [see sidebar ].
Certainly such a trip would raise the enthusiasm level of any
team.
Incentive was certainly there for t he Irvine Mudsharks,
who have been steadily improving over the last two year s.
Similar to Berkeley, the Mudsharks are a tr ansplant team
with seven key members having played back east. This year,
the growing momentum appears to have reached a cr iticalmass point. The Mudsharks have added some new players
including World Guts MVP Steve McLean and Don "Sauce"
Cain, a quick former-Rutgers player. Moreover, the Stork
has taken on the responsibility of coach.
(Founder and key player Rich Lee has the tongue-in-cheek
title of General Manager-hmmmm, potential for Ultimate's first case of front-office intrigue. My, are we growing
fast.)
Irvine practices four times a week and plays other
Southern California teams quite often. Stork is instituting a
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structure in their practices and has the team using a deeppass offense and a lot of clear-outs where players can take
advantage of defensive mismatches.
Irvine is a very emotional team with a high psych-level.
Players practice a lot and are expected to do conditioning
work on their own. All this work would lead one to believe
Irvine was putting a lot of emotional marbles in the basket,
though they showed their lighter side by fielding a starting
team equipped with fins on their backs. But Stork was
cautious before the tournament: "We've just started. We've
been putting in a lot of work, but we haven't realized our
potential."

exceptional athletes. The team needs to polish their fundamentals in throwing and movement. When Bob Gagliano
(former Junior College All American QB at Glendale J.C.)
develops his side arm, watch out. However, Glendale might
have to compete with the L.A. Rams for his services: after
graduating from Utah State this year, he's going to play pro
football.
Orange Sky Flyer is another physical team with exceptional height (averaging 6'1", with several over 6'4") and
good speed. Not yet two years old, this team could be a factor
next fall when improved throwing skills shore up an
inconsistent passing attack.

Irvine had additional reasons to be pumped. The tournament was held on their home field and they would get to play
the Condors. Although Irvine has been a competitive team
for the last two years, they have met the Condors only once,
losing by two points in Santa Barbara last year. The Condors
are separated from the Southern California teams by 200plus miles and have been reluctant to travel out of their
resort surroundings-to play the Condors, teams must go to
Santa Barbara. Speaking diplomatically, Stork noted, "It
would seem that as former World Champions and current
Western Champs, certainly the state-of-the-art in this area,
they would have some responsibility to play teams in their
area." Others speak less diplomatically.
Completing the top four seeds, Stanford Synapes brought
a veteran team that has come on strong in the last two years.
Stanford offers Ultimate as an intramural sport and it is
enthusiastically received. With a good pool from which to
draw, Stanford has quality players. Two in particular: Tony
Sherman and Brett Foy. Tony's a bigol'boywhosetall kinds
of high-school rebound records and is a clever passer; Brett
is a quick and talented handler.
Although they are not deep in athletic talent, the Synapes
are well rounded and, as Roger Shepard observed, "They
move the disc with a lot of patience, and know how to work
with each other."
Santa Barbara, Stanford, and Berkeley passed through
their preliminary pools in relatively smooth fashion. Out of
these pools, however, a few teams and players are worth
mention.
The Glendale Dogs are a scrappy physical team with many

As if to insure good spectator games for Saturday's
audience, Irvine had to fight through two surprisingly tough
teams to reach the semis. After beating back an improving
Pitzer College, the Mudsharks faced the San Jose Jam, a
talented group of players but not exactly a "team." Even
though the Jam plays a zone, which takes a great deal of
team effort, they don't seem to put a great deal of effort into
being a team. Still, on talent alone, they are competitive and
Irvine made enough mistakes to make the Jam semifinalists.
But the Jam couldn't put the Mudsharks away when they
had the chance, up 10-8, game to 15. Indeed, San Jose
managed only one goal more the rest of the game. The
Mudsharks then had to play Chabot (Sha 'bow) College. The
winner would advance to the semis. As the last game of the
day, it drew a large crowd. The spectators were treated to
the best game of the day-perhaps for the whole tournament.
The Chabot 101st Airbourne (holy militarism, mellow
Frisbee players!) started Ultimate a year and a half ago. The
team has come on strong since its first tournament where it
didn't win a game. The 101st has attracted an aggressive
athletic nucleus who have quickly learned the game's
fundamentals. Founder Pat Pohl, a 35-year-old PE instructor, is not a good player for a 35-year-old-he is a good
player, period. He's short, but his legs look like the drive
pistons on the Orange Blossom Special. He played the great
majority of the game and was impressive throughout.
Another strong player was Ken Foote, a tall rangy guy
who plays with a nerf ball under his shirt, giving him the
appearance of having a wildly dislocated shoulder-or a
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bloodline to Quasimoto (one can see the possible headline:
The first seven for Chabot
match up with any team in the west for athletic ability; they
are quickly acquiring disc skills.
However, the talent drops off, the reserves are not near the
same level. This was to be Chabot's Achilles heel. Chabot
started fast and took a quick lead, but by halftime Irvine had
pulled ahead by one. The Mudsharks jumped out to a 12-9
lead and one sensed that Irvine's Legions were going to roll
over the exhausted 101st. Chabot had been keeping its front
line on the field as much as possible, subbing cautiously.
Now it was beginning to show. But Chabot managed to come
back with three straight to tie the game 12-12. On one play,
Pat Pohl did a complete layout into full belly-flop block. The
sidelines judges awarded him a 10. His team took the
turnover into the endzone.
Irvine scored after the last Chabot goal and now it was the
Mudshark's turn to play can-you-top-this-defense. Rich Lee
intercepted a Chabot pass with an out-of-nowhere suborbital
flight. The Sharks capitalized on the return and the war was
over for the weary 101st.
Sunday's semis matched Berkeley and Stanford, with the
Condors playing Irvine. Stanford and the Circus have
played each other often. Shepard observed, "They are a good
team, but I think we are better. They come out strong, but
lack depth and throwers."
True to Roger's prediction, Stanford stormed out to a 3-1
lead. Berkeley came back to tie at 3-3, but Stanford stormed
out again 6- 3. Berkeley was able to move the disc but made
mental mistakes at the goal line. Stanford, who played
methodically and capitalized on the breaks, took a 10-8 halftime lead.
In the second half, the Circus got its act together. Stanford's defense couldn't put enough pressure on Berkeley and
the Circus stopped giving the disc away. Berkeley scored the
first three points of the second half, and ran away from a
fatigued Synapes to win 17-12.
The Condors/ Mudsharks game started before the first
pull as both teams maneuvered to be the last team warmed
up. The real game got underway just before half-time of the
Synapes/ Circus semi. The Condors were barely tested in
their pool, and the question marks on the team were still
untried. The Condors appeared to be the more collected as
they jumped out to a 6-3 lead. But the Mudsharks were able
to force Condors errors and they came back to tie it at 6.
From then on, they battled back and forth, trading leads,
neither side able to get more than a one-point lead. Santa
Barbara took a 9-8 lead at half-time.
The Condor's style begins with short lateral passes to start
a flow , then, when the field sets up, the disc is moved toward
the goal as the flow races to the open side of the field . The
Condor's deep threat comes primarily from T.K. throwing to
a corp of relatively small-but quick and sure-handedreceivers. In the first half, however, T.K.'s misdirected
bombs generated turnovers instead of goals. "It was a
communication thing. Some of those weren't bad passes," he
said.
Irvine's play on Sunday was high intensity and concentration in contrast to Saturday's distracted effort. The Sharks
are disciplined in defensive fundamentals and never stop
running on offense. The Mudsharks were most effective on
long passes to Bob Woodruff or Dick Sandness.
The second half took up where the first half left off. Both
teams swapped leads until the Condors built a two-goal lead.
T.K. was beginning to find the range, completing several
bombs. One of the most spectacular was a near-length-ofChabot plays hunch, pulls upset).

(continued on page 12)

WOR LD DISC ASSOCIATION

Flying Circus Scores
Chinese Goal
If he ping-pong led to a breakthrough in U.S.-Chinese

relations, then the Berkeley Flying Circus and an
assortment of other flying disc freaks will surely
launch a new wave of international good will-or the
Third World War. Certainly no other cultural exchange sent to China has ever been quite like the
Circus. The 11-day, five-city tour will leave the Chinese scratching their heads and, hopefully, throwing ,
the disc.
The person responsible for this, the man history will
eventually praise or condemn, is Allan Finklestein, a
36-year-old cooking instructor for Laney College in
Oakland, Calif. Allan conceived the idea a few years
ago and has been doggedly pursuing it ever since.
Allan sent a number of proposals to different Chinese
agencies only to have them courteously rejected. With
the help of a Chinese instructor at Laney, he reorganized his efforts. This preparation was added to a
golden opportunity-a new counselor general was
assigned to San Francisco. He had been exposed to disc
arts before and was enthusiastic about the proposal.
Bureaucratic gears whirled and soon the Chinese
Youth Federation extended an invitation to the Circus.
One of Allan's first steps was to create a governing
body. This legitimized his stature in the eyes of the
Chinese and satisfied other financial requirements.
Thus the World Disc Association was born. When
asked why he did not go through the IF A, Allan
responded, "I did! I spoke with Dan Roddick and he
told me Whammo was not interested in a Chinese
market, that I would be better off as an independent
agent. Sometimes you have to take the initiative
yourself."
Once the invitation had been secured, funding became easier. Allan could not name his financial sources, but he indicated the Circus would have no trouble
meeting the expense.
Allan has larger plans for the World Disc Association. He would like to see it evolve into a players
organization to promote more events like the China
trip. The WDA would act as a coordinator between
players and possible corporate sponsors. When asked if
the WDA would be in competition with the IF A, Allan
responded, "No, not at all. We want to work with the
IF A, we want to work with anybody. It's just that the
IF A has certain limitations in what it can do, being an
arm of a manufacturing company. Our independence
allows us more freedom to deal with other [funding]
sources."
Whether or not the Circus revolutionizes sport in
China, or the WDA becomes everything that its founder envisions, the remarkable feature of this story is
Allan Finkelstein's persistence. With no experience
and few contacts, he pursued an idea until it became a
reality. So pick a country and start writing.
-Greg Sharp
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FLORIDA ULTIMATE

ULTIMATE CHALLENGE

Penninsula Thrives

Anothe r Approach

Florida is one of our most isolated
Ultimate states. Floridians do play Ultimate. So how come we never hear
about them?
Well, it's taken us a while to get our
first report. However, Jay Brady of the
University of Florida/Gainesville Ultimate sends us news that Ultimate is
alive and growing in the Deep South.
Jay and his team play in the North
Florida Ultimate League. Florida University was 7-0 prior to April 25.
Playing to points, the NFUL has a tentournament season with a total of 25
games played.
The NFUL consists of the U niv. of
Florida/ Gainesville Lunar Space Disc,
Florida State University/ Orlando, University of South Florida, and Sarasota.
Though Gainesville is 7-0, the Univ. of
So. Florida, at 5-2, is close enough to

catch them by the end of the season.
Like any league, teams are struggling
to improve; during these times, the
young newer teams are able to put it all
together and beat the established Ultimate teams. On April 4, the Lunar
Space Disc hosted the third week of the
NFUL at their Cape Canaveral home
base. Rising to the occasion, they pulled
the first major upset of the league by
besting the Ultimate Frisbee of Orlando
15- 5. This win avenged an earlier loss
that Orlando had recorded by the equally lopsided score of 15- 6.
The NFUL presents a great format
for league play within their section.
Though they are isolated from most
major competition, they have nonetheless put together an organized method of
bringing Ultimate players together for
serious play. This type of league

provides not only enjoyment for the
players involved, but also educates the
public to the sport of Ultimate.
It's also great to know that Ultimate is
so strongly entrenched in Florida. The
last two years, Florida has produced
national-calibre teams that have gotten
little or no recognition. These teams
seem to come out of nowhere, yet you
know that, with sunshine and a lot of
dedication, their efforts will pay off.
As of late April, the Florida teams'
standings were:
U niv. of Florida/Gainesville 10- 0
Univ. of So. Florida 8- 2
U niv. of Florida/ Orlando 5-5
Lunar Space Disc 4- 6
Sarasota 2- 8
Florida State Univ. 1-9
-Bart Merrill

ORGANIZING AN ULTIMATE LEAGUE

A Do-lt-Yourself Kit
Early last September, I wrote to Tom
Kennedy about how Ultimate was
growing in popularity in the Midwest,
but especially in St. Louis. I told him
about the success of the St. Louis
Ultimate League last summer and its
continuing this winter with an indoor
season. Co-Director Vic Perrin and I,
last January, started organizing the St.
Louis Ultimate League for that summer. It turned out that Vic and I were
very pleased to have sixteen teams and
over 260 players involved in the league's
initial season. So, Tom has asked me to
give the UPA readers some helpful
advice on organizing an Ultimate
League in your own city or a state.
First of all, you must realize that it
does take a fairly substantial amount of
time and effort, but it's all worthwhile.
Even if you plan on having just a small
league, the time and effort you spend is
all about the same-we were just hoping
for ten teams in our league and you read
what happened. Thus, the more time
you put into your league, the better the
league can become.

Next, your goal is to organize all of the
known Ultimate teams and players who
might want to start their own teams.
Your attendance at local disc club
meetings or regional meetings can also
help. That way, word can get out to
players who are away at college. You
might already have an idea on how
many teams you are able to get, but
remember that the amount of reservable field space and times (if renting) is
important to nail down as soon as
possible. Competition for the fields is
quite tough in the summer months, but
try to get field(s) space that is centrally
located for all players. Also, night
games are preferred because of the
summer heat- the sun can really take it
out of the players. Thus, you should look
for lighted fields.
League fees or dues are necessary if
you need to cover the expenses for field
reservations (including lights), paper
costs (for copying and newsletters), and
trophies or awards for teams and
players. Remember, you are not organizing a league to make a profit, so try and

keep the fees down to a minimum. If
joining is too costly, it can scare off
players and sponsors- and sponsors are
important. They provide teams whatever you can get from them. Over half of
the teams in our league had sponsorship
and for most players it really helped
save some cash.
Finally- and probably most important- emphasize that the spirit of the
game of Ultimate is what it's all about.
Believe me, when the players and
spectators are having a good time out
there, everyone appreciates the sport a
lot more. That is, make sure the team
captains and their players know the
rules and any new rule changes long
before the season begins (captain's
meetings). Help any new teams with
practice scrimmages and keep any
media source informed about your
league. All are important in bringing
about a successful Ultimate league.
Good luck, and keep that Ultimate
spirit flowing.
- Brian Adams
Co-Director, St. Louis Ultimate

During Ultimate play, a player may
hold a disc for 10 to 15 seconds before
passing off. That player may complete a
short push pass or an outlet pass to a
teammate, who in turn could hold on to
the disc for another 10 to 15 seconds and
so on. This type of play appears much too
often. It's not exciting and it doesn't help
an individual to develop sound throwing
skills.
Ultimate has had very little success as
a possible national media event. The
media feel our game hasn't got enough
appeal. It's just not fast or exciting
enough to air on national TV, etc. The
concept of Ultimate has a tremendous
potential to be one of the premier,
universal games of the future. Don't let
tradition keep us from experimenting
with new ideas and concepts.
Utilizing the basic concept of Ultimate, I designed a new type of Ultimate
play which should prove to be more
exciting for both the participant and
spectator alike-The Ultimate Challenge. This game will speed up play,
increase the excitement, allow more
people to participate, greatly increase
possible team strategies, help players to
improve their skills, and it's all done on a
regulation football field that's already
laid out. The Ultimate Challenge will
eliminate the 10-15 second rule,
stalling, push passes, outlets, time
keeper, unncessary running on out-ofbounds throws, and field marking.
Feedback is needed- always. Give ita
try. Ultimate flights for the Ultimate
Challenge.

THE ULTIMATE CHALLENGE

o Two discs are needed, any size and
weight; whatever is agreed upon by both
teams.
o On turnovers, one team could have
both discs under control. This will
create an instant change over to a nineman/woman offense versus a nine-man
defense, unless there is another turnover, etc.
o Field size: 120 yards by 50 yards
(standard football field).
o The first team to score a goal wins
that game. First team to win 11 games
wins the match.
'
o Both throw offs (pulls) must land
inbounds; if not, rethrow.
o There is no time limit on offensive
throws. On fouls, no body contact at all,
especially on passing situations. Two
officials should be utilized at all times.
18 members per team, two time-outs per
match per team.
-Victor Malafronte

Created by Victor Malafronte, with the
help of Ultimate players everywhere.
General Rules and Description: This
game utilizes the same rules as
Ultimate except for the following
changes:
o Two teams of nine players each. Each
team will provide an offensive and
defensive team from their nine players.
To start play, all players (except two
players to throw off, one from each
team) will line up on the 50-yard line,
alternating members of each team. On
the countof"ready, 2, 1, throw,"a player
from each team will throw his disc from
behind his respective goal line (no
rollers). As soon a8 the first disc is
touched, dropped, or caught by one of
the two throwers, all other players (16)
may break away from the 50-yard line
and play begins.

120 YARDS
20 YARDS

0 -

0
><
0
><
0
><
0
><
0
><
0
><
0
><
0
><
0

THROWER

18 PLAYERS

THROWER -

X

><

GOAL LINE

50 YARD l.JNE

GOAL LINE

The UPA's Believe It or Not
Ultimate Flying Disc history may have
been set this past January when four
close friends (Chris Carilli of the Univ.
of Penn. Killer Bee Ultimate team, Dave
Altana, and John and Steve Dale, all
members of the Clouds, aN orth-Central
Jersey Club) played an intense two-ontwo matchup in temperatures that
plummeted to nearly - 40 degree s
without wind-chill at Jay Peak, Vermont.
Due to the inclement weather conditions, controlling the disc became a
difficult endeavor. But it was Altana
who generated the game's most impressive offensive play.
After Carilli broke up an almost-

certain Dale/Dale scoring attempt,
Altana- clad in yellow Nordica banana
ski boots, heavy waterproof ski pants
and a cumbersome down jacket- used
his patented left-handed reverse curve
backhand airbounce to hit a streaking
Chris Carilli for a score in the right
corner of the end zone near the front
entrance to the Granny Grunts Dormitory. This scoring drive broke a 1- 1
deadlock which the Dale's were unable
to overcome. They eventually lost to the
Altana/ Carilli tandem by a score of 3- 1.
Though the yellow HDX Frisbee disc
was frozen- hard as a rock- and often
went skidding across the frozen tundra,
it survived the ordeal and is now

preserved for posterity on the floor in
the back of John Dale's svorty white
pinstriped Sirocco.
Thus, there have been the icy Ivy
Championships of October 1980, as well
as other reports of cold-weather Ultimate in the sport's history. But,
according to the unofficial Ultimate
archives, the feat of Carrilli/ Altana and
the Dale clan has set an historic
precedent that is open to challenge. Who
knows? This may be the beginning of a
new era for winter sports- as well as a
springboard for Ultimate's entry into
the Winter Olympics.
- Andrew Borinstein
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LEADERSHIP OBSERVATIONS

are not professional athletes in a career
sense. (I beg your pardon!) Most of us
have a major commitment to school or
work-or fun. These preoccupations
make it difficult for one person to be an
effective captain throughout the year.
Having three persons lightens the load.
One person can take time off, for
whatever reasons, and the team doesn't
fall apart.
There are also diplomatic advantages
to the triumvirate system. (First and
foremost, if the team elects three
captains, one major advantage is that
this arrangement enables two captains
to gang up on one and minimize the
amount of decision-making and argument between the rest of the team . Plus,
the team always has at least two people
to point the finger at and blame in case
anything gets fouled up in a tournament
or match.)
With three captains, all team members are likely to respect at least one
captain and listen to criticism. If a harsh
policy decision must be made, the three
captains can vote amongst themselves.
The outcome can't be deadlocked and
the players can't justify grudges
because they don't know how the
captains voted.
If this last-ditch effort fails, the
biggest and strongest captain should
take it upon him or herself to relay the
decision to the offending member.
Martial arts training comes in very
handy in these infrequent and unique
situations.
We humans, not being egoless creatures, care about what title is bestowed
upon us and how people perceive us. In
this vain, the "captainship" is a self-

motivating force. Having three captains
utilizes this phenomenon to a greater
degree than just one captain would. Any
more than three captains becomes
unruly and would tend to dissolve,
rather than unify, leadership.
Will this system work during stressful game situations? Consider this
course of action. Upon immediate
notice, the three captains insulate
themselves from outside influence on
the field by lowering the "cone of
silence." They are a complete and
functional entity. Once inside, the) ~ an
calm down , and reassure each other,
and rid themselves of needless bricks. If
one perons has superior game savvy,
experience and confidence, s/he will
make the crucial "strategy" decision.
The other two captains support the
decision and play continues. However, if
no one leader fills this niche, the tricaptains discuss and follow the majority
deci sion . The team is made less
vulnerable to sudden failures by a
captain (i.e., bites the big one- crude
form of slang commonly used by
frustrated and disgruntled discoids to
describe a bad strategy.)
As Ultimate grows, so will the
importance of consistency in performance over time. Various tournaments
will gain prestige and popularity. In the
few months before the Nationals, one
captain has the task of organizing the
team's training and providing strong
leadership. This will become increasingly burdensome for one person as our
sport snowballs. Why not prepare your
team for this transtion?
-Paul Brenner

Upcoming Tourneys
Ultimate Solstice Celebration
Hosted by Eugene Dark Star, June 2021. Lane Community College, Eugene,
OR. Contact: Henry Callahan (445 W.
19th St., Eugene, OR. 503/ 686-8616) or
Tim Maloney (503/ 481-9161)
Ulti-Heat
The Ultimate in Hot Sports. Hosted by
Solar Synergy Phasers (Get Horizontal),
June 13-14, 1981. Tempe, Arizona. $50
entry/team , unlimited roster , 12-team

limit. Registration closes June 1. Trophies and over $100 to top 3 teams. Send
fees and team roster to: Eric Keirn (628
E . Watson Dr., Tempe, AZ 85281. 602/
838-7624).
Stanford Invitational Ultimate
Frisbee Tournament
May 9-10, Stanford Univ., Palo Alto,
CA. Ultimate and Golf. $50 entry/team
for Ultimate; fees for golf to be announced. Pri ze money. Contact: Mike Biggar

Letters

Bucknell on top

Triumvirate Diplomacy
Your team needs a captain. What are
the considerations and attributes you're
looking for? Is the person a leader? Can
s/ he successfully politic with school,
town, county officials and business
people? Can s/ he meet the time commitments of being a captain? Does the
candidate even want the position? If the
answer is yes to all these questions, quit
reading thi s and toast your new
Ultimate leader.
On the other hand, if people such as
the above-described existed, it would be
completely unnecessary to wri te this
article. This, however, is the exception
and not the rule. Allow me to continue.
If there are no individuals that
combine a variety of these desired
characteristics or ideals, then have
every member of the team submit
their-or their parents'-most recent
income-tax returns. Your captains will
obviously be the people with incomes of
six figures or more. Cynical? Yes!
Sarcastic, narrow-minded? Yes! But
practical! This is the only practical way
for you to find a solution to your
dilemma.
For the past six years, I have played
Ultimate with a very good East Coast
team. We've never won the Nationals,
but we've always been a contender.
Throughout this period, I've seen many
different leaderships come and go. Last
season, my team was run by a tricaptainship system. I think there is
merit and potential to this system. Let
me share my ideas with you.
(Mandatory plug for Cornell Buds
and , of course, me, Paul Brenner.)
Let's take a step back. How does
Ultimate relate to most of our lives? We
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(P.O. Box 6201, Stanford, CA 94305.
415/ 328-7159).
1981 Northcoast Invitational
Ultimate Frisbee Tournament
Hosted by Humboldt Buds. May 23- 24
(Memorial Day weekend), Humboldt
County, Calif. Contact: Dave Claycomb
(707/822-8395) or Bob Modell (707 I 4450139)

The Bucknell University Mudsharks,
led by seniors Peter Meyer, Mel Bayou,
and Captain Eric Suber, swept through
the Pennsylvania Ultimate Championships held at Penn State on April18- 19.
The University of Pennsylvania Killer
Bees placed second. They were followed
by Penn State and the Philadelphia
Area Frisbee Club. However , Penn
State was not able to attend the Regional
Championships. As a result, the up and
comi ng Bucks County Ultimate team
received a spot in the Regionals.
The Mudsharks, seeded third in the
original draw , played extremely well.
They utilized a run-gun-and-punt game
plan in order to take advantage of the 30
mil e-an -hour south -westerly wind s.
With this strategy, the Mudsharks
either achieved long scores or held their
opponents in their defensive end of the
field for most of the game. With a
tenacious 2- 3- 2 zone, Bucknell forced
turnover after turnover near their
opponent's goal line. They then converted many close points. Their toughest
game of the tourney occurred on Sunday
when there was very little wind. In that
game, which sealed the top tournament
spot for the Mud'sharks, Bucknell came
from behind and defeated Penn State
15-14.
It was also on Sunday when the Killer
Bees swarmed all over their opponnents
to take the tournament's runner-up spot.
Playing the entire weekend with only
nine players, the Bees (led by co-captain
Peter Holmes [last year's runner-up in
the ACUI College Frisbee Disc Championships], Tom "Iron Man" Coffin,
"Quick" Nick Puschak, and three rookie
first-year players) easily defeated
Bucks County and the Philadelphia
Area Frisbee Club.
Despite having only six teams participate in the tournament, there was a lot
of fun and good Ultimate at the
Pennsylvania Sectionals. Deserved

LOGO
CONTEST
EXTENDED

praise goes to the Mudsharks who
returned the glory to Lewisburg. They
should do quite well at the Regionals.
However, in the future all team
captains should vote against holding the
Sectionals over Passover and Easter.
These religious holidays caused many
teams to stay home. The holidays also
hurt the player attendance rate among
the teams that played in the tournament.
Thus, in order to get the best teams to
participate, we should all note and
remember this schedu ling lesson.
- Andy Borinstein
PENNSYLVANIA RESULTS
First Round:
Penn vs. Penn State 12- 6
Bucknell vs. P AFC 12- 9
Bucks Co. vs. Lehigh 12- 5
Second Round:
Penn vs. Lehigh 14- 2
Bucknell vs. Bucks Co. 13- 5
Penn State vs. PAFC 10- 7
Third Round:
Bucknell vs. Penn 11- 4
P AFC vs. Bucks Co. 13-6
Penn State vs. Lehigh 9-7
Fourth Round:
Penn vs. Bucks Co. 21-15
Bucknell vs. Penn State 15- 14
PAFC vs. Lehigh 1-0 (forfeit)
Fifth Round:
Penn vs. P AFC 24- 18
Bucknell vs. Lehigh 1-0 (forfeit)
Penn State vs. Bucks Co. 14- 5
Standings:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Bucknell Mudsharks (3-1)
U of P Killer Bees (9-3)
Penn State (0-2)
Phil. Area F.C. (6-8)
Bucks Co. (7-6)*
Lehigh (7-2)

W/L
5/0
4/1
3/2
2/4
1/5
0/6

• Bw;ks County received a spot in the Regional
Tournament because Penn State was unable to
attend.

Our UPA logo contest has drawn a good
response, but several artists have called
asking for an extension on the deadline
for submittals. We are going to
accommodate those requests by extending the deadline date to May 30.
Again, the design must be able to
withstand reduction , and will be used
for a variety of uses. Send submissions
to: UPA LOGO CONTEST, P.O. Box
4844, Santa Barbara, CA 93103.

Dear Editor:
Much discussion has been presented
concerning the legitimization of Ultimate. Those who insist on keeping the
spirit of the game with its unwritten
rules fail to realize the consequences of
their actions. Ultimate must have a
documented set of rules and predeterminded schedule before anyone
would believe the sport exists. The idea
of a bunch of long hairs fooling around is
a far cry from the serious competition
taking place. But the publi c sees
Ult imate as an unorganized event
policed by no referees and a lot of
arguing.
To achieve recognition , team captains
must publicize the sport through the
media via public service announcements, posters, etc. A rule book defining
the do's and dont's of the game must be
devised.
And referees (that's right, referees)
must keep the game from becoming one
long bitching session. This nonsense
about "a few bad players on a team
ruining the game" has to stop. Boycotting teams that don't always play a
gentleman's game won't lessen the
problem. It will just make it worse.
Let's face it, if Ultimate is going "Big
Time," it must be organized and
packaged like a conventional sport
before it will achieve widespread
recognition.
-Jerry Mangan
King of Prussia Zoo
Dear Editor:
Please allow me some more space to
clarify remarks made in my recent
"Juice, Fire and Hot Desire" article.
Our East Tennessee team recently
traveled to Atlanta for a discourse in
playing defense (on the field) and a tencourse meal following the games in that
city of theN ationals. It was great seeing
my old buddies, and once again the
Atlantans showe'd their knack for
making out-of-towners feel welcome.
After the inevitable discussion of my
article, I felt some clarification is
necessary for those vvho read it too
carefully and those who didn't read it
carefully enough.
First, Pam, the "vegetables" were
excellent. It's no small matter to
prepare a feast for a horde, and you did
it better than I've ever seen before. My
ribbing was addressed to the stereo(continued on next page)
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Calif. Champ., cont'd.

types of Ultimate, not to your cuisine.
The Hagan Daz was the perfect touch.
I's just pokin' a little fun ...
Second, to all the "ref-sensitives"-!
hope we never see referees in Ultimate
akin to those in football or basketball.
No one wants an outside authority to
halt play because of perceived infractions of the rules. The Ultimate referee
operates in the manner of a boxing
referee. He keeps the action going when
things bog down. He has as much
visibility as a soccer ref. He stays in the
background.
He's an arbitrator, not a judge. He
blows his whistle when a f oul has been
called by a player to let other players
know of the call. He should not be able to
call fouls himself. The Ultimate ref's
role is to impartially resolve a disputed
call and foster play. If there's no dispute
on the call, then the Ultimate ref's role is
merely to advise the players, the
timekeeper, and the spectators that a
call has been made. He takes charge of
the disc, sees that the players and
timekeeper are ready, and restarts play.
In other words, he is a glorified
observer who has the power to snatch
continuity out of the jaws of chaos. This
is all I propose that an Ultimate ref do.
As far as cheap calls and players who
argue every call are concerned, that is,
indeed, the responsibility of the team
captain.
Fred Baes
East Tennessee Ultimate Machine

the-field pass to Rich Gallagher to make
the score 16- 14. (Game to 17, win by
two.) Irvine scored to draw close, but the
Condors could win it on their next
possession.
However, Bart Merrill dumped a pass
from his knees and Irvine took the disc
in for the score, 16-all. Momentum was
wearing a black shirt. The Condors took
the pull and shakily brought it to
midfield where T.K. tossed an upsidedowner to John Schmeckle. Schmeckle
lost sight of the disc but recovered to
make a lunging one-handed trailingedge catch. The defense had begun to
anticipate turnover, so John had an easy
p;1ss for the goal. Momentum switched
jerseys: Condors forced an Irvine turnover and ended the game 18- 16.
T.K., Bart and the Condors were a bit
in shock after the game. "I was skeptical
of our chances with so many new guys,"
said Merrill. He attributed the win to
the Condor's ability to defend against
the Sharks' key throwers and inexperienced players, making the big plays at
critical times.
Stork was philosophical: "We're pleased overall. We know we're going to get
better. We know we can have a successful program." Stork was impressed with
a pair of veteran Condors. "Kennedy and
Schmeckle were the stars of the game.
We put our best defensive people on
them, but ~ouldn't stop them."
The Berkeley/ Santa Barbara final appeared to be a question of whether the
Condors could keep the pace with a
short-handed team against a deep Berkeley squad. In the past, the Condors
and the Flying Circus have had an
interesting matchup. Berkeley is deep
with talented disc handlers, probably
more skilled overall than Santa Barbara. But the Condors have the edge in
speed. If they tire, Berkeley would have
an advantage. The Condors could not
afford to be blown out early.
The first half was somewhat sluggish,
neither team gaining a decisive advantage. The Condors took a quick 3-1lead,
but Berkeley caught them at 6-6. The
teams traded points until the half, the
Condors ahead 11-10. The Condors scored the first goal of the half to take a twogoal lead. The sides traded points again
until 15- 13. At this point, Berkeley
seemed to sag. T.K. recalls, "It was
around 15-13 and we turned it over into
a classic fast-break situation. I was back
peddling, waiting to pick up the breakers, but they never came. I don't remember which team eventually scored the
goal, but I knew then we were going to

'81
NATIONAL
SITE
SOUGHT
The Ultimate Players Association is
actively looking for a suitable warmweather site to host the 1981 National
Ultimate Championships, late November. The Sunbelt States (California,
Texas, Florida) are prime candidates. If
you or your team have any interest in
hosting this prestigious event, please
contact us for further details: UPA/
National s, P.O . Box 4844 , Santa
Barbara, CA 93103; 805/ 964-0458.

win."
Indeed, the Condors took flight at that
point, out-scoring Berkeley 6-3, to win
21- 16. The Condors scored the last five
points.
In the post mortem, Roger Shepard
noted that the Circus expected 'the
Condors to tire. "We all kept expecting
them to tire out. We thought we could
pull away in the second half, but they
did the pulling away. We didn't have
any defensive intensity in the second
half." Like Stork, Roger was philosophical. "We're not pointing fingers [at each
other] or anything. This is just the start
of the season. We didn't have the intensity we should, but we will in October."
"We match up well with Berkeley,"
noted Merrill. "We're faster. I thought
they let down in the second half. Also, I

April Fools, cont'd .
CALIFORNIA
CHAMPIONSHIPS:
Preliminary Results
Round One:
Stanford/Glendale 15-9
Chabot/San Jose 15-7
Santa Cruz/UCLA 15- 4
Berkeley/UCSD 15-6
Sox/La Mirada 15- 9
Mudsharks/ Pitzer 15-5
Santa Barbara/ UFOS 15- 2
San Diego/ Orange l5-8
Round Two:
Stanford/La Mirada 15- 12
Mudsharks/San Jose 15-9
Santa Barbara/Santa Cruz 15-7
Berkeley/San Diego 15-8
Glendale/Sox 15- 11
Chabot/ Pitzer 15-11
UFOS/UCLA 15- 11
Orange/UCSD 15-8
Round Three:
Stanford/Sox 15- 11
San Jose/ Pitzer 16- 14
Santa Cruz/UFOS 15- 13
Berkeley/Orange 15- 11
Glendale/La Mirada 15- 12
Mudsharks/ Chabot 15-12
Santa Barbara/UCLA 15- 5
San Diego/UCSD ?-?

Preliminary Round

think we can defend some of their
throwers and force them to change their
patterns."
The Condors, Berkeley and Dark Star
still have a place on the commanding
heights, but they must make some room
for Irvine. And teams like Stanford,
Chabot, Orange and Glendale are looking to stake a claim on that real estate.
This year marks an explosion of potentially talented teams in the west.
The Condors like to think of themselves as always in competition for the
National Championship. For a team in
transition, this was a big step toward
that goal. But winning in spring is not
the same as winning in the fall. Furthermore, the comparative competition level
between eastern and western play is
open to question. If the Condors play in
theN ationals is any criterion, one thing
is certain: the season has started. Let's
play Ultimate!
[Ed. note-A proposed West Coast tour
by Glassboro will give the west a change
to measure the competition in the fall.]
Greg S harp is a Condors f ounding mem ber, and has been active f or the last eight
years.

Pool A
*Stanford Synapse
Glendale Dogs
Sox Ultimate
La Mirada Whizzers
Pool B
*Mudsharks
Chabot 101st
San Jose Jam
Pitzer Braineaters
Pool C
*Santa Barbara Condors
Santa Cruz Kaos
UFOS
UCLA
Pool D
*Berkeley Flying Circus
San Diego Flo
Orange Sky Pilots
UCSD
SEMI-FINAL RESULTS
Berkeley Flying Circus
Stanford Synapse
Santa Barbara Condors
Mudshark Disc Squad
FINAL RESULTS
Santa Barbara Condors
Berkeley F lying Circus

3/0
2/1
1/2
0/3
3/0
2/1
1/2
0/3
3/0
2/1

1/2
0/3
3/0
2/1
1/2
0/3
17
12
18
16
21
16

to Atlanta, as both WUFO and Penn
came very close; Penn lost to Atlanta
5-4, WUFO losing to Atlanta by two.
Penn and WUFO played each other in
a match reflective of the April ;Fools
spirit-a 12- 11 tie (just because Penn
scored more doesn't mean somebody
won and somebody lost), and what may
have been the first dog to play in tournament competition.
The dog was Jack W.A. (What A) Dog.
Big Rick Adkins threw him a pass, but
he dropped it. Andy Borinstei n explained, "Well, Jack's really into freestyle,
and he's not used to 165s." Jack W.A.
Dog will be back in D.C.
Boston breezed through their division,
beating the Knights of Nee, Univ. of
Michigan 18-6, and Ohio Univ. 9-5.
Michigan, another extremely spirited
group from the midwest raised some
eyebrows when th~y jumped off-to a 6-1
lead over the Nee, leading at the half
10-5. Nee made a comeback and even
tied it up at 12-12 before Michigan beat
them 15- 12.
Unfortunately, at the end of the day
U niv. of Michigan had to play Ohio for a
playoff spot. Both teams had traveled a
long way and were full of spirit and
enthusiasm (reminding one of the old
Michigan State team). Both teams had
pulled some very dispute-free upsets
with tough man-to-man defenses. Both
teams were somewhat unknown out
East, where Ohio U niv. is overshadowed
by Yellow Springs and Michigan by
Michigan State. In a very enjoyable
game for both teams as well as fan s,
Michigan won 13-9.
Division C, which produced two of the
final four , also produced some upsets.
The first one was when the Jersey Jam's
zone shut down Michigan State 10-5.
Cornell beat the Jam 11-8, then beat
MSU 10-8 in a close, hard-fought,
exhat.is.ting game of man-to-man. Host
team Ultimate Air and Space also gave
MSU problems with their zone, surprising State by pulling to within one before
losing 11-8. UAS cameclosertotheJam
as they ran to a two-point lead before
Jam's zone pulled together on two excellent plays by middle-middle Carmine,
and defeated UAS 13- 11.
In Division D, the Hostages lost to
Whoopie 12-9, while Univ. of Virginia
played a real tough defensive game
against Yellow Springs, winning 4-3!
Hostages came back and beat ad isheartened Yellow Springs team 10- 5, while
Univ. of Virginia beat Whoopie 5-2.
Ye llow Springs then took a 15- 9 lead
over Whoopie, managing to hold onto it
16- 15. The Hostages clinched first by

beating Univ. of Virginia 8-7.
SUNDAY
MENS: In the men's quarterfinals, it
was Michigan/'Boro. Michigan took a
6-5 lead at the half in an extremely good
game. Both sides ran very hard as each
team tried to wear the other down. It
was quite a sight seeing Bruce "Frisbee"
Johnson ('76 Midwest MVP) battling
Timba from 'Boro with Michigan's manto-man. The emotional Michigan team
then opened the second half with five
unanswered goals before 'Boro started
their comeback. From 11-6, Glassboro
fought back to 11-8; then, as Michigan
was about to break this streak with a
score, Timba made a diving block in-the
near corner of the endzone. 'Boro worked it upfield with Timba getting the
assist as 'Boro closed to within two.
Michigan called a timeout, and then
fought right back with two more goals,
13-9. As time ran down , feeling stayed
aloft as Timba and Louie walked up the
sideline congratulating the Michigan
players. Michigan then taught 'Boro the
famous "spirit" cheer - which was
brought to the Midwest from Tufts by
none other than "Frisbee" Johnson when
he played for Kalamazoo.
The other quarterfinal game in the
bracket also went off without a hitch as
Cornell jumped off to a 6-3 lead it never
relinquished to Univ. of Virginia. The
game was smooth, and both teams
earned the respect of the other.
In the other bracket, there were two
games: Boston/ Atlanta and Hostages/
Jam .
In the Hostages/Jam game, both
teams were playing their eight game of
the festival. Jam jumped offtoa3-0 lead
which it held throughout. With Jam
leading 11-8, the Hostages made their
comeback. With 3:40 left, the Hostages
pulled to 11- 10. The Jam, receiving the
pull, then executed a stall that worked
until an errant wrist-flip went out of
bounds with :40 left. The Hostages came
back, once again keeping the spirit of
Ultimate alive. Steve Gustavson again
made a jumping catch in the corner of
the endzone with :10 left to apparently
tie it up. But it was awfully close to the
sideline. Gus knew that he couldn't see if
both of his feet landed in bounds, so he
calmly asked a spectator where his feet
were: they had landed on the line- he
was out bounds. The Jam beat the
Hostages 11- 10.
After the game, Gus said that he's
been playing with observers all his life.
"Whenever I'm not sure of a call, I
always ask someone else," he explained.
llmmm. Food for thought.
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Gus's influence was sorely needed in
the Boston/ Atlanta game. The game
would have been exciting, but many of
the spectators were disgusted by the
shady and outright bogus calls that
were made by both teams. A Boston
player said he thought both teams each
made about four bogus calls. Catching
fouls, travels, picks-you name it, it was
called. It went right down to the last
throw of the game, with Atlanta down
by one. With :10 left, a throw into the
endzone that was incomplete but a
catching foul was called with :01 left.
Some players on the sideline actually
ran onto the field yelling "Foul!" or
"Bullshit!" (depending upon their point
of view).
Atlanta got possession at the goal line
with one second left and scored to send it
into overtime. It was the kind of incident
that really detracts from the game- the
kind that pro-observers point to with
complete justification. I was far enough
away from the play so that I couldn't tell
if it was a foul or not-but that wasn't
the point. Almost everyone else on the
sideline was just as far away from the
play as I was, so I know that they, too,
couldn't see if it was or was not a foul.
But it was the bogus calls and
frequency of small fouls earlier in the
game which prompted both sides to
dispute the subsequent calls. Again, it
was a shame how a few crummy players
messed up the game and made it bad for
the rest of us. The game simply
degenerated. Bob Evans, one of the
Boston defenders involved in the play,
calmly stood 30 yards from the ruckus
and joked with other players- reflecting the prevailing attitude ofmostofthe
other games. It was sad to see this great
veteran, who played in the first-ever
intercollegiate Ultimate game (Rutgers
vs. Princeton, 1972), acting calm, but
totally overshadowed by the yellers and
screamers.
Tournament Director Eric Knudsen
demanded that observers be installed
for the overtime period. Both captains
readily agreed because it was needed in
this game. Whydoesthishavetohappen?
Observers were not needed in the other
three quarterfinal games.
In the overtime, Atlanta scored first.
Then Jimmy Herrick got a key block
(one of many in this game), which Guido
picked up and threw to Herrick for the
score, to tie it up. After another turnover, Guido connected with Joe Johnson
for the winning goal. Atlanta made
another run at it, but Keither Armstrong made a key block to seal Atlanta's
fate.
WOMENS: Ove r in the women's semi-
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finaJs , Glassboro and Michigan State
play.ed a hard-fought game. Donna
Young threw to Sue Colgan, who made a
:iifficult shoe-string catch to score against the wind, and later 'Boro sealed
the victory with another score against
the wind when Betsey Storey's wristflip
was caught by Noreen Velten in the
endzone. Glassboro won 8-3.
In the other semifinal game, Univ. of
Virginia traded goals with BLU the
entire game until, with 1:30 left, Heather Morris (an ex-Univ. of Virginia
player) connected with Liz Quellen to
give BLU the 8-6 victory.
In the men's semifinals, Michigan and
Cornell were at it with an exciting but
exhausting game of man-to-man. Cornell had the lead 7-6 at the half, but they
exploded at the beginning of the second
half for four straight. With an ll - 6lead,
Cornell played Michigan pretty evenly
the rest of the game. Michigan battled
back and threatened at 12-9, but Cornell scored two more. Cornell won 16-12.
Boston exploded against theJ am, who
were now playing in their ninth game of
the weekend, and took an 8-2 lead in the

seven goals. BLU won, pulling away by
a score of 10- 2. Congratulations to BLU
for traveling this far and winning all
five of the games they played, taking
first place.
As the men's finals started, the clouds
looked ominous as it started to drizzle.
(Does it rain during the finals of every
April Fools?) The game almost looked
like a Cornell alumni game. Among the
many ex-Cornellians playing for Boston
were Jimmy Herrick, Jon "JC" Cohn,
Toby Lou, Ed "Stick" Dissosway, and
John Johnson. Both teams played a
tenacious man-to-man , and were tied at
4-4 when Cornell's first big break occurred. Chris Van Buren blocked a pass at
Boston's goal line. Andy Koerner picked
it up and threw an upside-downer to
Rich Letvak to the delight of the Red
Buds. The rain started. Cornell scored
two more before the rain became an
outright downpour.
Cornell scored again and took an 8- 4
lead at halftime. To the delight of the
fans, about half of whom were watching
the game from parked cars around the
field , halftime actually lasted less than
five minutes. The second half was played extremely evenly, with both sides'
defenses tiring a bit. Each team scored
nine goals in the second half as Cornell
defeated Boston 17-13. Cornell felt
great.
And how did Boston feel after travelling this far? As Jimmy Herrick said,
"Great! We got to play in all the games!"
Congratulations to the true winners of
the festival - the hundreds of players
who played lots of Ultimate and had a
great weekend at the fourth Annual
o
April Fools Fest.

Classif ied&
CLASSIFIED AD RATES: $5 for up to 50 words.
Deadl ine for sub mitted co py is the tenth day of the month
prior to publication. Pleas• include payment wi th submit·
ted ad co py.

first half. The Jam, as they have so many
times before, regained their composure,
tightened up their zone, and brought it
back to 8-5 at halftime. The second half
was played pretty evenly as each of
Jam's scores were answered by a Boston
score. Boston won 14-10.
FINALS
In the BLU/ 'Boro women's final s, BLU
led 2- 1 at the half. In the second half, Liz
Quell en made a key block at 'Boro's goal
line, which was picked up by Suzanne
Fields who threw to Quell en for the
s cor e~ again s t th e wind. From t hen on
it was all BLU as Morri s, F ields and
Mahoney each connected with Sue
Burke as she sco red fi ve of BLU's fi rst

UPA 165G DI SCS (second run ). This d isc is onl y available
through the Newsletter. This Si c unpigmented d isc has a
gold/s il ver hot.stamp. Cost is $10 and incl udes shi pping in
the US. Wri te to UPA, Box 4844 , Santa Barbar a. CA 93 103
WASH D.C. AREA FRISBEE C LUB. Call or wr ite E ri c
Simon (6237 N. 21st St., Arlington. VA 22205; 702/ 534·
5456) for free mem bers hip and newslette r.
DISC WARES UN LTD., a pl aye r compa ny. is pleased to
announce a new service of printing Clu b des igns on
clothing a nd fri sbees. Also FRI S BEE S, Ulti mate fi eld
cones, game ru les. tape measu res. stop-watches and muc h
more-cheap! Responsible Pl ayer Reps a lso wanted . Earn
ex tra money to help you throug h the season. For 75- ite m
catalog a nd 'Specia l Club Prog ram .' wri te today to: Disc
War es, Dept. U. Box 333. Amherst. MA 01004.
SC F FA STBA C KS. F B3. $5; Rid ers of the Wind c lea r
FB6. $5; Minis T RC record. $ 1: Rid ers mini. $ 1: Orig. MO
mold. $6. Send remittan ce to: T . Mo nroe. 6 17 Cleermont
Dr .. Hun tsv ille. AL :!5801.
DI SCS & T-Sif IHTS: 2nd Da ll as Spri ng Fl ing tourney
d iscs (165-M2 E ) a nd t-s hir ts ava il a ble. Typical high-q ual ity
two-co lor Texas des ign highlighL' these coll eeta ul es. Send
$7/disc. $5/ t- shir l. plus fi()¢ '"" ite m. Cheek or mo ney order
payable to Dallas Hk.v Pi lots. c/o Dee Ram lwau. 2n7
Da nials. lla ll '"· TX 7f>2115.

BY-LAW PROPOSAL

Time to Vote!
We again present the proposed By-Law changes submitted for your judgment. As we have stated, it is important for
you to read and understand what is being proposed-and what the ramifications will be. The act of sending in your
ballot is what really counts. These proposed changes are yes/ no propositions. Vote!

Article IV currently reads:

Artic le IV is proposed to read :

• (D) The Regional Coordinator shall then transmit the amendment, without change, to theN ational Director who, without change,
places the amednment in the next UPA Newsletter for ratification .
• (E) The amendment shall appear in the next Newsletter
containing written arguments both for and against the amendment.
The National Director shall be responsible for obtaining a written
argument against the amendment.
• (F) The amendment will also contain the time and date, chosen
by the National Director, when the ballots must be returned to
him/ her. This will not be less than three (3) months from the
amendment's publication date.

• (D) The Regional Coordinator shall then transmit the proposed
amendment, without change, to the National Director, who, without
change, places the proposed amendment in the next UP A newsletter.
• (E) The National Director shall be responsible for publishing
representative replies both for and against the proposed amendment in following newsletter(s).
• (F) The December issue of the UPA Newsletter shall contain a
ballot with all proposed amendments published from the last ballot
to the preceding issue. The National Director shall choose a time and
date when the ballots must be returned to him/ her. This will not be
less than three (3) months from the December issue's publication
date.

Article VIII currently reads:
• (B) The Regional Coordinator shall then transmit the suggestion,
without change, to the National Director who, without change,
places the suggestion in the next UPA Newsletter for a referendum .
• (C) The referendum shall appear in the UPA NEwsletter
containing written arguments both for and against the change of the
rules.
• (E) The National Director, or the special consultant, shall be
responsible for obtaining a written argument against each rules
change suggestion.
• (F) The Referendum shall also contain the time and date, chosen
by the National Director, when the ballots must be returned to
him/ her. This will not be less than one (1) month from the
referendum's publication date.

Article VIII is proposed to read:
• (B) The Regional Coordinator shall then transmit the suggestion,
without change, to the National Director, who, without change,
published the suggestion in the next UPA Newsletter.
• (C) Proposed to .eliminate this paragraph.
• (E) The National Director, or the special consultant shall be
responsible for publishing representative replies both for and
against each suggestion in the following UP A newsletter(s).
• (F) The December UPA Newsletter shall contain a ballot with
all suggested rule changes published from the last ballot to the
preceding issue. The National Director shall choose a time and date
when the ballots must be returned. This will not be less than one (1)
month from the ballot's publication date.

-----------------------------------~--------------------------·
0 YES: I vote for accepting the proposed changes.
0 NO: I vote against the proposed changes.
Ballots must be mailed by June 15, 1981, to: Paul Brenner, Election Coordinator, B-11 0, University Park, Uptown
Road, Ithaca, New York 14850.

-------------------------------------------------------------RULES-CHANGE PROPOSAL

Time to Think!
The following change to the Official Rules of Ultimate has been submitted:
The section on EQUIPMENT now reads:

The proposed change:

Individual players may wear almost any aids they wish ,
including hats, helmets or gloves, as long as they do not endanger the
safety of any other player. For example, shoes with cleats are
permissible, but ones with sharp spikes are not. No player may
carry any sort of stick, bat, or racket.

Individual players may wear almost any aids they wish,
including hats, helmets or gloves, as long as they do not endanger the
safety of any other player. Cleats are not allowed which have
ANY metal exposed. No player may carry any sort of stick, bat, or
racket.

